
 

Hi Ladies, 

 

I had posted on both LO WhatsApp groups asking for how far along are we with Term 2's 

Work. So, by now, I presume that everyone is done (This is inclusive of Ms Van Heerden's 

class). In your LOT books, please can you create a divider. The divider should say on it Term 

3. We are now progressing forward with Term 3's work. 

Please can you keep the conversation alive on both platforms. Ask questions, let us have 

discussions around the topic discussed. Here are the tasks you need to complete: 

• Themes of Violence it is due on 12 June 2020. Please make sure to email to 

respective LOT teacher/upload it onto google classroom.  

 

P.S: I will send out video recordings of each slide show in Term 3 on my WhatsApp Groups. 

Please pay attention to the messages on WhatsApp along with Google Classroom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



WEEK 8 
Term 3: Lesson 1 
 
The first thing we are going to look at is Bullying. Bullying in a set up whereas individuals 
in society we come across it. It may come across in different folds. Please write the slides 
in your book and I will announce a date next week where we can have a discussion on 
either WhatsApp or Zoom or Google Meetings. 
 

WEEK 9 
Term 3: Lesson 2 Part 1 of 3 
 
Read through slides 1-13 and write them in your books. We will continue with the rest of 
the slides in the next session. 
 
The next section of work is that we are going to look at the types of violence that exist in 
our society. Last time we spoke about Bullying, today we are going to look at Gangsterism 
with focus drawn on Cape Town as it is considered the "Mother of most Gangs". Later, if 
time allows, we will also draw on other areas in RSA and also the world and see how 
gangs also operate in those surroundings. 

Term 3: Lesson 3 Part 2 of 3 
 
Read through slides 13-23 and write them in your books. Next session involves us 
watching a documentary looking at Prison life at Pollsmoor Maximum Security Prison, is in 
the Cape Town suburb of Tokai in South Africa. 
 
The next section of work is that we are going to look at the types of violence that exist in 
our society. Last time we spoke about Bullying, today we are going to look at Gangsterism 
with focus drawn on Cape Town as it is considered the "Mother of most Gangs". Later on, 
if time allows, we will also draw on other areas in RSA and also the world and see how 
gangs also operate in those surroundings. 

WEEK 10 
Term 3: Lesson 4 
Part 3 of 3 
YouTube Video: Ross Kemp On Gangs @ South Africa 
Duration: 1 hour 8 minutes 
 
Watching a documentary looking at Prison life at Pollsmoor Maximum Security Prison, is 
in the Cape Town suburb of Tokai in South Africa. 
 
Please note, that we will watch this documentary in class. If you do not have the data, you 
don't have to watch it via YouTube we will find a way to have to watch it when we get 
back to class. I will also screen grab the video entirely and send it to you via WhatsApp 
Group. The YouTube video does run for a 1 hour. Please do not be stressed if you cannot 
watch it. 
 



WEEK 11 
Term 3 Lesson 5 
 
Part 1 of 2 
Slides 1-14 
 
We now focus our attention on Volunteerism. Volunteerism is defined by google as "the 
use or involvement of volunteer labour, especially in community services." 
 
We look at how as individuals, we are required to volunteer in organisations as employers 
take it into consideration when applying for a job at their firm. The other is many 
convicted criminals, can only participate in volunteering work due to no 
person/individual/business wanting to hire a convicted felon i.e. as a teacher before you 
are hired one finds that many schools require a teacher to have done a police clearance. 
This is to ensure that 1.no criminal is hired and secondly schools do not hire paedophiles 
or rapists to work with children. 

Term 3 Lesson 6 
 
Part 2 of 2 
Slides 15-31 
 
We now focus our attention on Volunteerism. Volunteerism is defined by google as "the 
use or involvement of volunteer labour, especially in community services." 
 
We look at how as individuals, we are required to volunteer in organisations as employers 
take it into consideration when applying for a job at their firm. The other is many 
convicted criminals, can only participate in volunteering work due to no 
person/individual/business wanting to hire a convicted felon i.e. as a teacher before you 
are hired one finds that many schools require a teacher to have done a police clearance. 
This is to ensure that 1.no criminal is hired and secondly schools don't hire paedophiles or 
rapists to work with children. 

 

  



Grade 9 Life Orientation Term 3 Project 

 

Theme: Violence 

 

 

Question 1: Defining Violence   [22 marks] 

Question 2: Gangsterism     [23 marks] 

Question 3: Alternatives to Violence  [15 marks] 

Question 4: Designing a poster    [10 marks] 

 

TOTAL:      [70 marks] 

DUE DATE :      [12 June 2020] 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

• All answers must be answered in full sentences and/or paragraphs where applicable. 

Bullet points or one word answers will not be accepted. 

• If your work is similar to another student, “We worked together” will NOT be an 

acceptable excuse. You must work INDEPENDENTLY!  

• You can choose to write or type your answers, but make sure it is legible. (Times New 

Roman; Size 12; 1.5 Line Spacing) 

• You must use subheadings for each section.  

• YOU MUST NUMBER ALL ANSWERS CORRECTLY. 

• You must ATTACH copies of your newspaper article where stated. *See 

Question 1.4.1 and question 2.4. If you use online news articles you must provide 

the hyperlink. Failure to attach newspaper articles or hyperlinks will result 

mark deduction.  

• Include a list of references (bibliography) at the end of the project which should 

include all books, websites and journal articles you used to obtain information for 

your project   

• PLAGIARISM WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED! You may not copy and paste answers 

word for word from any sources you used. You must PARAPHRASE (use your own 

words). I will be able to tell whether or not you have plagiarised.  

• Make sure your project is stapled and please remember to include a cover sheet 

(Name, grade, title, date, etc)  

• Good luck and have fun! 



QUESTION 1    INTRODUCTION  MARK 
ALLOCATION  

1.1 The World Health Organisation (WHO) defines violence as 
“the intentional use of physical force or power”. Write a 
paragraph in which you explain whether or not you fully 
agree with this definition. 

(5) 

1.2 In light of your answer to question 1.1, do you think 
cyberbullying should be regarded as violence? Explain your 
reasoning. 

(4) 

1.3 You have been asked by the WHO to create an all-
encompassing definition of violence. How would you 
define it? Refrain from google and dictionaries. This 
definition must be based purely on your current 
understanding of violence.  

(4) 

1.4 Find a newspaper article relating to violence at schools and 
explain the following: 

 

1.4.1 In a short paragraph, BRIEFLY explain what the act of 
violence was about. Who was involved? What happened? 
What measures of force were used? What were the 
consequences? 
 
***NB: YOU MUST ATTACH A COPY OF THE NEWSPAPER 
ARTICLE AS AN APPENDIX FOR YOUR PROJECT*** 

(3) 

1.4.2 What reason is given in the article for the act of violence (1) 

1.4.3 Do you think this is the real reason? Explain why. (You may 
want to discuss this in light of what we have learned about 
violence this term) 

 
(2) 

1.4.4 Suggest two different ways that this act of violence could 
have been avoided  

(3) 

  [22]  
 

QUESTION 2  GANGSTERISM MARK 
ALLOCATION  

2.1  Define the concept of Gangsterism (4) 

2.2 Discuss three potential root causes for gang formation 
(why people join gangs)  

(3) 

2.3 In light of your answer to question 2.1, explain why you 
think teenagers who belong to gangs are more likely to 
commit more serious crimes than other teenagers 

(4) 

2.4 Using Newspaper articles or internet sources, identify an 
occurrence of gang violence and compare and contrast it 
to an act of violence committed by non-gang members. 
You may want to consider the reasons for violence, types 
of violence, and the types of victims involved for your 
comparison 
 

(10) 



***NB: YOU MUST INCLUDE A COPY OF THE NEWSPAPER 
ARTICLE OR THE HYPERLINK IF YOU USED AN ONLINE 
NEWS ARTICLE *** 

2.5 Gangsterism has been identified as one of the causes of 
violence in South African schools. Identify another possible 
cause of violence which is found in South African Schools. 

(2) 

  [23] 
 

QUESTION 3  ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENCE  MARK 
ALLOCATION  

3.1.1 Several initiatives have been undertaken by the South 
African government in order to try curbing violence in 
schools and in general. Suggest five possible ways in which 
you think could effectively combat violence.  

(5) 

3.1.2 Select two of the five suggestions you made in question 
3.1.1 and explain how factors in the South African context 
could hinder the effectiveness of your proposed solutions.  

(4) 

3.2 Around the world exists a project called The Alternatives to 
Violence Project (AVP), which aims to combat violence by 
running workshops in prisons, schools, communities, 
universities and in the workplace. The workshops prepare 
participants to respond non-violently to conflict. AVP has a 
strong presence in South Africa. Identify two organisations 
in South Africa that facilitate peacebuilding and non-
violence training and explain what the organisations entail. 

(6) 

  [15] 
 

QUESTION 4  POSTER  MARK 
ALLOCATION  

 You have been asked to facilitate an AVP (The Alternatives 
to Violence Project) workshop. Design anti-violence poster 
to accompany your workshop.   

[10] 

 Your Poster Should Include : 
- Visuals: (Pictures/Diagrams/Charts/Drawings) 
- Headings and Subheadings  
- Strong statements  
- Relevant Information (Example: how to respond 

non-violently; the impact of violence and why we 
need to respond non-violently)  

 
Present you poster on an A3 sheet of paper. Do not 
overcrowd your poster. It should be visually pleasing as 
well as contain information that would be relevant to 
include at an alternatives to violence workshop 

 

 


